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About the Presenter
Johnathan Lucky

•6 years of product marketing and product 
management for B2B business intelligence 
software

•Responsible for crafting buying processes, 
positioning, persona development and sales 
training

•Previously worked in television and videography, 
including voiceover talent, acting and editing



Agenda

Webinar objectives

• Gain a deeper understanding of your target market 
through customer visits and observations

• Build a narrative-driven persona using classic story 
elements and tactics

• Implement personas throughout the sales, marketing 
and development organizations
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What are Personas?

Archetypical profile representing the typical composition 
of a market segment

Include details about a typical target consumer’s life 
(education level, computer literacy, background)

Typically, products have 1-3 personas that share the 
same market problem; however the solution will differ

Distills market research into a single document



Why Use Personas?

Help development teams understand who they are 
solving problems for

Help marketing and sales understand the customer’s 
problems and goals

Keeps product marketing and management aligned to 
target markets



Where Do You Start?

Do your homework!

Customer visits

Conduct surveys

Analyze for patterns

Keep an ‘outside-in’ approach



NIHITO Visits

Step 1: Get out of the office

Conduct 2-3 interviews per month

Focus on non-customers (potentials)

Interview at least one existing customer

While you are there, take note of everything

The goal is to understand the subject as a human 
being (goals, aspirations, feelings, pains)



Example Questions
Recently, what cool technology caught your eye?

What keeps you awake at night?

When you leave work, how do you want to feel?

What do you do when you are not working?

Walk me through your best/worst/typical day.

How did you get into this field?

What/who do you read or follow?

What drove you crazy today?

Complete this sentence: It frustrates me when….

Complete this sentence: It would be really nice if….



Example Call Report



Conduct a Monthly Survey

Validate data discovered in customer visits

Should be 1-10 questions

Send to a large number of subjects similar to 
interviewees

Include questions that rate pains on a 10-point scale

Do interview subjects share the same qualities as the 
entire market?



Analyze for Patterns

Review your data, highlight ideas, anecdotes and 
artifacts, and write them down

Arrange similar/related ideas into clusters, connect ideas 
in a cluster to one another

Prioritize the top 4-5 clusters

Voila! You have a mind map (of sorts)





Writing the Persona

Make it a narrative rather than a demographic

Use story elements

Protagonist/antagonist

Parts of a story structure

Keep it ‘personal’



Protagonist and Antagonist

Protagonist 

The representative of 
your market and the hero 
of your story

Use a real picture

Give your hero a name, 
and title (i.e. Connor the 
CIO or Carl the Coder)

Antagonist

The struggles of the hero

Each problem should 
have an emotional 
impact/cost

Data will help prove and 
validate



Structure the Persona as a Story





Implementing Personas

Get decision-maker buy-in

Early on, involve stakeholders in research process

Connect personas to processes

Development (success criteria in scrum stories)

Marketing (collateral based on persona aspirations)

Sales (aligning personas with buying selling process, 
build sales questions based on the persona’s pains)



Implementing Personas II
Welcome objections

People will challenge you, and they should

Encourage them to bring data to the table

Counter with your own data

Integrate new learnings and update the persona

Be the persona’s champion!

Its a long process, stay on course

Use guerrilla tactics

Remember, in the end the market always wins



Summary
Take time to do qualitative and quantitative research

If you assume, validate your assumptions

Tell your market’s story, not demographics

Demographics should only validate

Keep the story emotional and personal

Tell a story that motivates the business to solve their 
problem

Get buy-in, then embed into business processes



More Information

Contacts:
• Johnathan Lucky

johnathanlucky@gmail.com
@theluckinator

• Rebecca Kalogeris
rkalogeris@pragmaticmarketing.com
@pragmaticmktg

mailto:johnathanlucky@gmail.com
mailto:sweber@pragmaticmarketing.com


Download this webinar and sign up for more at pragmaticmarketing.com/live

Thank you for attending!
NEXT MONTH’S WEBINAR

Is That New Market Segment Right for You?
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